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“Investment in
training is without doubt the
safer choice”
Training, safety and reliability are top
priorities at KALLER. “We do our utmost to help our KALLER distributors
and customers to improve the working
environment”, says Per Nordvall, Development & Technical Support Manager
at Strömsholmen AB in Tranås, Sweden.
“Customers usually arrange training through a training program at the
customer’s place or at our plant.”

The company’s catchwords are innovation,
safety and reliability - and the training is
one way to ensure this in the future as well.
“The investment in training is without doubt the
best way to ensure safety and reliability in the
production,” says Per Nordvall, Development &
Technical Support Manager at Strömsholmen.
“Do not to merely focus on the theory”
The training at Strömsholmen consists of, among
other things, safety functions, gas spring servicing, FlexCam filling and bleeding and controllable gas springs. The actual training process
ranges from design, function and mounting
instructions to examples, accessories and documentation.
“It is essential not to merely focus on the theory
of gas spring technology. Practical application of
the technology, like how to handle gas springs
and see how they actually work in real life, is
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equally important,” Mr. Nordvall continues.
“The training has improved and also increased
over the years. This is something we have embraced together with our clients. All in the name
of safety and reliability,” Mr. Nordvall says.
Customers want to save money
Strömsholmen's customers want to save money
through correct handling of KALLER gas springs.
Learning the tricks directly from the people who
handle the products daily is highly appreciated.
“The training is a good way for our customers
and their employees to ensure an efficient
production which in turn will lead to improved
profitability. Trained employees knows what to
do and how to do it. It is a good way for understanding certain upcoming situations. And keep
in mind that training sessions is the perfect way
to strengthen the relationship with the customer,”
Mr. Nordvall concludes.
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The Safer Choice
KALLER Training Program
- highlighting safety
and reliability features
Training feature
Training – verbal and practical
education to gain advanced
knowledge, skills and competence.

It is of vital importance to have basic gas
spring technology knowledge, both in
theory and in practice. This combined with
training on the more advanced products is
the essence of the KALLER Training
Program.
Customer benefits:
Training is a useful tool for maintaining
quality, development and revenues. Without
doubt the KALLER Training Program is the
best and most creative way to fully
understand and appreciate the importance
of our safety and reliability features.
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Safety features
Safety – protection against failure, damage, error, accidents, harm or other events.

Over-Stroke Protection System
A unique KALLER two solutions protection system. The
cylinder wall or a knock-out plug is designed to deform in
a predefined way. Both solutions vent the internal gas
pressure in a controlled manner.
Customer benefits: When a gas spring is overstroked, this feature reduces
the risk of tool damage or injuries
due to parts separating under
high pressure.

Overload Protection System
		
Designed for controlled gas venting between the
seal and piston rod with an integral safety stop and a
specially designed guide.
Customer benefits: In case of a jammed cam or tool part being forced by gas
springs, this feature reduces the risk of tool damage or
injuries due to a piston rod ejecting under high pressure.

Overpressure Protection System
			
The KALLER Overpressure Protection System
is designed to vent excessive gas pressure in a
controlled manner.
Customer benefits: When internal gas pressure exceeds the maximum
allowable limit, a gas spring with this feature reduces the
risk of tool damage or injuries from parts rupturing under
high pressure.

Related Patents:
EP 1 053 410, EP 1 366 308, EP 0 959 263
US 6.086.059, US 6.971.303
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Reliability features
Reliability – to be able to perform and maintain processes under routine, hostile or unexpected circumstances.

PED approved for 2 million strokes
			
The development of KALLER Gas Springs has
been conducted according to PED 97/23 since
the European Pressure Equipment Directive
(PED) took effect on 29 May, 2002. The KALLER
Gas Springs are designed, produced and tested
to withstand 2,000,000 full cycles* at the highest
allowed charging pressure, the maximum permissible operating temperature and for all specified
mounting methods.
*Unless other value stated on the spring.

Customer benefits: Meet the PED requirements for the end user. The
KALLER 2 million stroke PED approval ensures
safer component cycle life. Repair kits guarantee
even greater value.
Flex GuideTM System
The Flex GuideTM System absorbs lateral
piston rod movement, reduces friction,
and lowers the operating temperature.

Life time & Frequency

Customer benefits: Prolongs servicelife, allows more strokes
per minute, and offers greater tolerance
to lateral tool movements.
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Dual SealTM Link Systems

Dual Seal

KALLER Gas and Oil Link Systems use the
Dual SealTM solution technology. These systems
offer the advantage of two integrated seal points,
one metal and the other a soft elastomeric seal.
The Dual SealTM system ensures a double leak
proof joint as well as rotational protection.

Customer benefits: Fewer production interruptions due to leakage
caused by vibration. Simplified installation thanks
to the non-rotation feature.
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Introduced in 1983, the KALLER gas spring technology
quickly led to worldwide demand. The Safer Choice
- Training, Safety and Reliability - has always been a top
priority for providing the safer working environment. We
recommend looking through all available KALLER features
when selecting gas springs and gas or hose linked systems.
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